5G is expected to provide network connectivity to not only classical devices (i.e., tablets, smartphones, etc.) but also to the IoT, which will drastically increase the traffic load carried over the network. 5G will mainly rely on NFV and SDN to build flexible and on-demand instances of functional networking entities via VNFs. Indeed, 3GPP is devising a new architecture for the core network, which replaces point-to-point interfaces used in 3G and 4G by producer/consumer-based communication among 5G core network functions, facilitating deployment over a virtual infrastructure. One big advantage of using VNFs is the possibility of dynamic scaling, depending on traffic load (i.e., instantiate new resources to VNFs when the traffic load increases and reduce the number of resources when the traffic load decreases). In this article, we propose a novel mechanism to scale 5G core network resources by anticipating traffic load changes through forecasting via ML techniques. The traffic load forecast is achieved by using and training a neural network on a real dataset of traffic arrival in a mobile network. Two techniques were used and compared: RNN, more specifically LSTM; and DNN. Simulation results show that the forecast-based scalability mechanism outperforms the threshold-based solutions, in terms of latency to react to traffic change, and delay to have new resources ready to be used by the VNF to react to traffic increase.
IntroductIon
Network virtualization has paved the way for the fifth generation (5G) to meet high flexibility and agility expectations. Network virtualization allows running complex network functions (namely, virtual network functions -VNFs) on top of a virtualized infrastructure, hosted at central or edge telco cloud. Chained together, the VNFs allow building flexible and on-demand virtual networks. Such flexibility is highly required in 5G, where services need to be created on demand and for a given duration. Relying on network virtualization, standardization groups, like the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), are multiplying efforts to build a new environment for 5G. ETSI, with the network functions virtualization (NFV) reference architecture [1] , has created a reference model to orchestrate and manage VNFs running on top of virtual infrastructure. Meanwhile, 3GPP is developing specifications to deploy 3GPP elements, including the core network (CN) functions and some parts of the radio access network (RAN) functions [2, 3] , on top of a virtualized infrastructure. Particularly, the envisioned 5G CN has been devised with the aim to run the new functions on a virtualized environment. One option of the 5G core architecture is to replace classical 3GPP interfaces (i.e., point-to-point) by a bus-like communication to interconnect the CN elements, following the concept of web services.
VNF dimensioning is one of the main challenges of running CN elements in a virtualized environment in terms of resources, which highly impacts performance [4] . Indeed, the virtualized CN elements should perform similarly to their hardware version, supporting the same quality of service (QoS): supported number of users, provided data rate, and so on. To reach the same performance as the hardware version, overprovisioning the allocated resources for a VNF could be envisioned, but it might be costly. Alternatively, adaptive provisioning of virtual resources could represent an interesting solution where the VNF is oversized (by increasing the number of CPUs or by multiplying the number of virtual machine, VM, instances of the VNF) when traffic load is growing and downsized when traffic is decreasing. Such a solution is known as a scaleup/down (if the number of CPU is increased/ decreased) or scale-out/in processes (if the number of VMs serving the same VNF is augmented/ reduced), and is often used in cloud computing. To scale VNF resources, a solution to make scaling decisions is needed. While in cloud computing the decision is mainly based on system-level information, like consumed CPU or memory, obtained via the virtualization platform, mobile networks require service-level information, like the number of users connected to the system or the traffic load, which indicate if the VNF is overloaded or not.
In this article, we are interested in the scalability of a 5G CN key element, namely the access and mobility management function (AMF). The latter represents the bottleneck of the mobile network control plane, as it handles user equipments' (UEs') attach requests. Accordingly, VMs hosting the AMF should be well dimensioned in order to avoid increasing the attach duration of UEs and the percentage of rejected requests. The AMF should be oversized (scale-out) if the number of attach requests is high and downsized (scale-in) if the number of such requests is low. In [5] , we proposed a mechanism to scale the AMF using a threshold-based algorithm, which was derived using control theory. The proposed mechanism uses a threshold (the number of attach requests received by the AMF) to make the decision to scale-out or -in. However, due to the time needed to scale-out (i.e., the time needed for a new VM to be operational), the proposed solution suff ers from delay in reacting to an increase in the number of attach requests, which leads to an increase of the attach procedure duration, and hence the rejection of some requests. To overcome this issue, we propose in this article to use machine learning (ML) to forecast requests' arrivals, and hence anticipate the scale-out process, avoiding the rejection of requests and keeping the attach duration low. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The following section introduces the necessary background to understand the article, focusing on the 5G CN architecture and related works. Then we fi rst introduce our motivations to ensure AMF scalability; next, the ML model and its usage to predict the user attach requests, and the proposed ML-based mechanism to scale-out and -in the AMF. We then present the result of using the ML algorithm to predict the user attach based on the Telecom Italia dataset [6] . Finally, we conclude the article.
bAckGround 5G core network ArchItecture
The 5G CN architecture has been devised with the aims of maintaining compliance with the concept of 3GPP communication reference interfaces (point-to-point), and evolving in the near future to a service-oriented architecture, where the 5G core control network functions communicate via a common bus, through the concept of producers and consumers. Indeed, the 3GPP SA2 group has defined two architectures, one based on the reference interfaces and the other following a service oriented architecture. In this article, we focus on the second one as the new components are expected to be run on top of a virtualized environment. For the fi rst architecture, readers may refer to [2] . Regarding the 5G core functions, some are similar to 4G Evolved Packet Core (EPC) ones, and some are completely newly designed. Notably, the access control and session management functions are combined in the mobility management element (MME) of EPC, but separated in the 5G core to better support fi xed access, and ensure scalability and fl exibility. The most relevant network functions, as defi ned in 5G Core, are:
• Core AMF handles access control and mobility. If fixed access is involved, the mobility management will not be required in the AMF. It is in charge of handling attach requests of UEs from several RANs; as the entry point to the CN control plane, it creates bottleneck issues when undersized.
• Session management function (SMF) sets up and handles sessions according to the network's policy.
• Policy control function (PCF) corresponds to the policy and charging rules function (PCRF) in LTE. It is worth noting that this function will also integrate a policy framework for network slicing.
• User plane function (UPF) can be deployed, based on the service type, in several confi gurations and locations to be able to handle and forward users' data traffi c.
• Unified data management (UDM) is similar to the home subscriber server (HSS) in EPS. However, it is envisioned that it integrates subscriber information for both fixed and mobile access in the new generation (NG) core.
• NF repository function (NRF) is a new function. It provides registration and discovery functionality, allowing the CN functions to discover each other and communicate via application programming interfaces (APIs).
In the following we briefly describe the AMF and SMF functions as this work focuses on the AMF scalability. For more details on the other functions, the reader may refer to [2] . The AMF ensures UE-based authentication, authorization, mobility management, and so on. UEs, even using multiple access technologies, are connected to a single AMF, since the latter is agnostic to the access technology. The SMF is responsible for session management and IP address allocation to UEs. In addition, it selects and controls the UPF for data transfer. When a UE has multiple sessions, several SMFs may be allocated to each session, aiming at managing the latter individually and possibly providing diff erent functionalities per session. Based on operator policy or AF provided policy on packet flow, the PCF defines policies about mobility and session management, which will be enforced by the AMF and SMF. Figure 1 illustrates the service oriented 5G CN architecture. Only the UPF is deployed on the legacy transport network infrastructure; the other CN functions handling the control plane are expected to run on the more centralized telco cloud platform. While the communications with the UE, RAN, and UPF use the reference interfaces, the FIGURE 1. Service oriented 5G core network.
core control plane functions are connected via a common communication bus. As stated earlier, the CN functions use the concept of producer/ consumer, where a CN function (CNF) may register, using the NRF, for specifi c events provided by another CNF via an API. Thus, either 1:1 or 1:N communication is possible. For instance, the AMF service exposes information to the other CNFs regarding events and statistics related to mobility, or a PCF provides all the operations related to policy rules to other CNFs. The service-oriented 5G core architecture could easily be deployed in a virtualized environment (e.g., VM or container), wherein libraries of functions may be requested from a VNF catalog and composed into a virtual CN on demand.
reLAted work
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the AMF is the entry point of the 5G CN, which makes it the system bottleneck. Thus, special focus should be given to the dimensioning of the VNF(s) hosting the AMF to ensure system scalability. Scalability in this case is more a software deployment issue than a hardware upgrade as most of the CNFs are running as VNFs on top of a virtualized infrastructure.
One of the most common scaling solutions consists of using static thresholds. In [7] [8] [9] the authors have proposed scalability based on thresholds. In the same spirit, we also worked on threshold-based scalability in a previous attempt to manage AMF instances in [5] . The main idea is to deploy a new instance (scale-out) when the CPU usage (or other resources) exceeds a certain fixed "scale-out" threshold. Reciprocally, an instance is shut off (scale-in) when a considered threshold exceeds a fixed value. Static-threshold-based solutions are already deployed and widely used in commercial and open source cloud solutions, like [10, 11] . However, static-threshold-based approaches are not suitable for mobile networks, and have several limitations due to the fact that they react to events (i.e., reactive solution). Indeed, deploying a new instance of a VNF when reacting to events may take from one minute to a dozen minutes depending on the data center architecture and the complexity of scaling the VNF instance, leading to delay in the scaling-out process, hence increasing the attach duration of UE and rejection of some requests.
An alternative to static-threshold-based solutions is the usage of adaptive techniques, as proposed in [12] . In this work, the authors proposed a mechanism that combines Q-learning with Gaussian-process-based system models, which allows adaptation to dynamic environments and improves the scaling policy before taking any action. The authors assume that their proposal reacts better than static threshold rules. However, it remains a reactive solution, and hence inherits the same weaknesses. Moreover, using reinforcement learning, it may take a considerable time before starting to have the correct decisions, which is not acceptable in systems like 5G due to the time constraint of certain types of applications. Note also the side effects associated with this type of approach, consisting of the infl uence of the external environment on performance and therefore the risk of quality degradation.
Proactive solutions for scalability have also been proposed in the literature. The authors of [13] suggested to proactively schedule resources for VNFs based on CPU usage forecasting from a historical dataset. Although this technique is interesting for its proactivity, it does not offer adaptation in case of traffi c pattern evolution and is not compliant with mobile network requirements. Indeed, the proposed solution considers only system-level information, like consumed CPU or memory, ignoring service-level information. VNF scaling in mobile networks should take into account strict rules as defi ned in standards; therefore, deploying only a new instance by a cloud orchestrator is not sufficient for scaling an endto-end service. Consequently, mobile networks require service-level information, like the number of connected users or traffi c load when scaling-out or -in. Moreover, the parameters of the "offline" prediction equation proposed by the authors are determined statically and are completely independent of the considered dataset. This implies stability in the weights that are given for daily prediction, and thus a risk of divergence in the prediction with the slightest change of pattern. Concerning the "online" approach, the authors propose to use an average (exponen- GB of memory (noted as the second configuration). It is important to note that we refer to AMF, even if we used the MME function of the OAI EPC. Indeed, our focus is mainly to compute the number of accepted UEs and the time needed for a UE to attach to the network when varying the number of attach requests per second. Both metrics refer to the performance of an authentication procedure, which is one of the common functions between the MME and AMF. Figure 2a represents the accepted UEs according to the number of UE attach requests per second. Clearly, we observe that from a certain threshold, both configurations start rejecting UE attach requests. Obviously, the stronger the configuration of the VM, the higher the threshold. Using the first configuration, the threshold is 20 UEs/s, while for the other configuration is around 35 UEs/s. We remark the same trend regarding the time needed by a UE to successfully attach to the network, which is presented in Fig. 2b . In this case, we observe that from the same threshold, 20 UEs/s for the first configuration, and 40 UEs/s for the second one, the attach duration is exponentially increasing, which violates the requirements specified by the 3GPP standard [15] . Obviously, there is a need to have a mechanism to solve this issue, which may consist of either adding more resources (CPU and memory) to the VM, that is, scaling-up, or adding a new VM to the AMF function (with an internal load balancer), that is, scaling-out.
trAffIc forecAstInG: deep-LeArnInG-bAsed ApproAch
As explained above, there is a need for a mechanism to allow dynamic dimensioning of the AMF resources to avoid degrading the system QoS. The envisioned mechanism should be proactive to avoid the weakness of reactive solutions, hence requiring a traffic prediction solution. For this aim (i.e., traffic prediction), two neural-network-based techniques were envisioned and tested, aiming to predict the upcoming traffic load. The first one is based on a deep learning neural network (DNN), while the second one relies on a recurrent neural network (RNN), more specifically on a long short term memory (LSTM) cell. In a DNN, a particular neuron can be activated by the contribution of several inputs at once, and therefore there is no real recognition of a traffic pattern. On the contrary, an RNN, and particularly an LSTM network, receives the inputs successively, and through a memory and omission mechanism, it manages to memorize traffic patterns, as has been demonstrated in several works [16] .
The main procedures for traffic prediction using learning techniques are: getting the dataset, formatting the data, designing the neural network, training the neural network, and then starting prediction (or testing your network). Each step is important in order to get the best accuracy of prediction compared to real values.
Dataset: The main key of prediction using deep learning is the dataset. Nowadays, operators are able to collect those data easily as they are the owner of their infrastructure and have a clear idea of the evolution of the load over their network. In this work, we have used the dataset collected during the Big Data Challenge organized by Telecom Italia [17] . The dataset is open source [18] and rich in information. It can be used to predict the evolution of the load in a CN.
The considered dataset contains several kinds of data, like sms in/out, call in/out, and the call detail records (CDRs) with an interval of 10 minutes for two months, including information on both control plane and data plane traffic. We consider in this work that at least 10 percent of the traffic is control plane traffic, and the remaining 90 percent is data plane traffic. Therefore, for the remainder of this article, we only use the control plane traffic (10 percent of the load in each period of 10 minutes) for prediction.
Data Formatting: Once the dataset is collected and 10 percent of each period is extracted, the data should be formatted in order to be injected in the neural network for the training phase. This part requires close attention as the data format can affect the accuracy of prediction of the neural network. Intelligently formatting the data will allow the neural network to learn more in the training phase, and thus predict with high accuracy. However, adding lots of key performance indicators (KPIs) may lead to decreasing the prediction accuracy further, particularly for small datasets. Therefore, a balance should be found between the dataset size and the KPIs injected in the data formatting. In our case, we decided to format the dataset by classifying the load into 10 different classes, which can be interpreted as: class 1 is a load interval where (x) AMF instances are needed; Class 2 (x + y) AMF are needed, and so on. Note that adding a much larger number of output classes would require a much larger dataset. Indeed, the addition of classes implies the increase of the number of parameters of the neural network, which has the effect of requiring more data to have a significant precision.
Neural-Network-Based Prediction: The first technique used for predicting the class of load of the next period is DNN. DNN is a neural network
The main procedures for traffic prediction using learning techniques are: getting the dataset, formatting the data, designing the neural network, training the neural network and then starting predicting (or testing your network).
composed of three main layers: the input layer, the middle layer(s) (hidden layer(s)), and finally, the output layer. This type of neural network is also known as the feed forward neural network (FFNN). The data goes in the neural network from the input layer through the middle layer(s), and fi nally go out through the output layer. The second technique tested for predicting the average load of the upcoming period of time is the RNN, which is another type of neural network. Unlike the DNN, the RNN has loops. Those loops allow injecting previous events while predicting future events. It is a sort of memory block allowing decisions to be made depending on the previous event(s). Also, in an RNN multiple kinds of cells are used today. In this article we choose to rely on the LSTM cell. The advantage of the LSTM cell is to allow data patterns to be stored without degradation over time.
In order to compare the accuracy of the DNN and RNN (LSTM), one DNN and one RNN (LSTM) were designed using the Tensor Flow library [19] . We divided and formatted the data into classes of average load. Then we split the original dataset into two separate datasets. The fi rst one contains 60 percent of the data for training the two neural networks, while the remaining 40 percent are left to test the robustness of the two networks. Both networks are trained with the 60 percent dataset and then asked to predict the remaining 40 percent. Figure 3 illustrates the prediction of the DNN and the RNN. From Fig. 3 we notice that the RNN (LSTM) performs better than the DNN. The RNN (LSTM) achieves an accuracy of  90 percent, while the DDN obtains  80 percent of accuracy; hence, the RNN performs more than 10 percent better than the DNN when predicting the class of average load of the upcoming period of time. The accuracy of the prediction is mainly due to the ability of LSTM networks to recognize a traffic pattern, unlike DNNs. The accuracy of the DNN can be improved, but this would require more neurons and more data, something that is not always available.
Based on these results, we consider using the RNN (LSTM) for the AMF scalability mechanism.
predIctIon-bAsed scALAbILIty
Having described the prediction model, now we present the prediction-based scalability algorithm. Based on the ETSI network functions virtualization (NFV) reference architecture, the scalability of a VNF is a decision made by the NFV orchestrator (NFVO), using the information provided by both the virtual infrastructure manager (VIM) and the VNF manager (VNFM). The former provides information on the VM execution environment (e.g., CPU usage, memory usage), while the latter provides information obtained from the element manager (EM) hosted in the VNF. The information provided by the EM represents the inside VNF service performance, like the number of attach requests or the size of the queue of the AMF. In [4] , we proposed that the EM of the AMF reports this information to the VNFM, hence the NFVO. The latter makes decisions to scale-in or -out using predefi ned thresholds. However, due to the time needed to scale out (run a new VM), the proposed solution suffers from delay in reacting to the increase of UE attach, which leads to an increase in the time of users' attachments with some loss of requests.
To remedy this problem, in this work, we use the RNN to predict the needed number of AMFs that efficiently manages the traffic load, aiming at keeping the attach duration under an acceptable value (using the previous results). The NFVO uses the RNN to predict the traffic (i.e., class of traffi c), and hence derives the optimal number of AMFs to proactively deploy before the change of traffi c load, anticipating any network load changes and removing the time needed to start a new VM instance in the scale-out process. Besides, in this work there is no need to monitor the VNF performance via the VNFM as the NFVO relies only on the trained RNN, which permits reduction of the communication load introduced by the exchanged messages between the EM and VNFM.
perforMAnce eVALuAtIon
To evaluate the performance of the proposed solution and compare it with the threshold-based mechanism, we developed a discrete event simulator using Simpy [20] . The choice of Simpy There is a need for a mechanism to allow dynamic dimensioning of the AMF resources to avoid degrading the system QoS. The envisioned mechanism should be proactive to avoid the weakness of reactive solutions, hence requiring a traff ic prediction solution.
was motivated by its effi ciency when it comes to developing a simulator from scratch as well as its integration with other tools we have used, such as tensorflow. The simulator consists of the following:
• A UE traffi c generator allows initiation of UE attach requests according to the dataset. • An eNodeB dispatches the arrival of control requests upon the deployed instances of AMFs using a load balancing mechanism if more than one AMF instance is used. It is based on the algorithm introduced in [5] .
• Each VNF (hosting an AMF component) can process up to 20 UE attach requests per second.
• An NFVO manages the scalability of the AMF.
We launched several simulations to compare the performance of the proposed RNN-based scalability mechanism with the threshold-based solution. The former predicts the average load for the next period of time (10 minutes) and deploys the exact number of AMF instances needed to handle the upcoming load, while the latter launches a new instance (scale-out) when the overall arrival average load exceeds 80 percent of the overall system capacity (depending on the number of active AMF instances at the moment), and removes an instance (scale-in) when the overall average load decreases below 10 percent of the overall CN capacity. Both mechanisms were tested over 48 hours of arrival data and with a deployment latency (i.e., time needed for the AMF instance to be operational) of 60 seconds. We chose this value according to [21] , wherein the authors have studied the deployment latency for diff erent VNF deployment scenarios on top of a private cloud infrastructure. Figure 4 illustrates the attach request rates vs. the number of AMF instances deployed by both mechanisms; that is, threshold-based and RNN-based. From Fig. 4 we notice that both mechanisms are able to follow the arrival fl ow by deploying more AMF instances when the arrival load increases and reducing the number of AMF instances when the traffic load decreases. We remark that the RNN-based mechanism follows the arrival load perfectly. Furthermore, the RNNbased solution always anticipates the traffi c load, and the number of AMF instances always follows the traffi c trends. In contrast, the threshold-based mechanism takes more time to react. Indeed, we observe that in many cases, the two curves (traffi c load and number of AMFs in Fig. 4a ) cross each other, meaning that the threshold-based solution is taking time to react, leading to degraded network QoS.
This observation is confi rmed in Fig. 5 , which illustrates the number of blocked attach requests in both solutions. Indeed, we remark that several requests are rejected in the case of the threshold-based solution compared to the RNN-based solution. The accurate prediction of the RNNbased solution allows reacting in advance of the traffic changes by proactively instantiating the necessary VNF resources, avoiding overloading the AMF while waiting for the additional resource to be instantiated. Moreover, this result confirms that the RNN-based solution accurately estimates the needed number of AMF instances to manage a specific traffic load. For example, when the load is maximal, the RNN-based mechanism deploys up to 8 instances, while the threshold-based solution deploys up to 7. Reciprocally, for the case when the arrival load is minimum, the threshold-based mechanism deploys at least 2 instances, while the RNN-based mechanism instantiates at least 3 AMF instances. Thus, the RNN calculates more accurately the number of instances needed to manage the load, allowing the system to be stabilized and significantly decreasing the number of rejected requests. Figure 6 illustrates the number of deployed AMF instances using the threshold-based mechanism vs. the RNN-based mechanism. This figure validates the trend seen in the preceding figures, where we clearly observe that the RNN-based mechanism is always in advance compared to the threshold-based solution while reacting to traffic change. Thanks to traffic prediction, the deployment delays are removed, particularly for the scale-out process, which is not the case for the threshold-based mechanism, which suffers from latency while deploying a new instance. Indeed, as the RNN predicts the arrival load of the upcoming period, it deploys the AMF instances needed before the upcoming load in such a way that the AMF instances are up and ready with the increase of the load.
To sum up, the RNN(LSTM) technique performs better than the threshold technique, first because it acts in a proactive way unlike the threshold technique. Second, it allows accurate deployment of the exact needed number of AMF instances to absorb the upcoming load. Finally, it allows removal of the deployment latency by scaling out in advance the needed AMF instances. In this way, the mobile core is ready to absorb the upcoming load increase without suffering from overhead and extra latency for the control procedures.
concLusIon And future work
In this article, we propose a novel solution, based on machine learning, to scale-out and -in the AMF resources in a virtualized environment. Using a neural network that has been trained on a mobile network traffic dataset to forecast the user attach request rate allows prediction of the exact number of AMF instances needed to handle the upcoming user traffic. By being proactive, the proposed solution allows the deployment latency to be avoided when scaling out resources. The latter may degrade the network performance, since the AMF is overloaded while waiting for the additional resource to be instantiated. Simulation results confirm the efficiency of the RNN-based solution compared to a threshold-based solution. Future work aims to use the trained RNN to estimate the number of user plane 5G CN functions needed to handle the data plane traffic in a virtualized environment. 
